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Abstract 
In this paper, we study a version of the law of the logarithm in a Banach space setting. 
Some necessary and some sufficient conditions are presented for the law of the logarithm for 
B-wflued random variables. The law of the logarithm, the law of the iterated logarithm and 
the central limit theorem are shown to be equivalent for finite-dimentional B-valued random 
variables. However, this statement is not true for infinite-dimensional c se. Under the central 
limit theorem, the law of the logarithm is shown to be equivalent to some certain momenl 
condition. The law of the iterated logarithm implies the law of the logarithm, but the converse 
is not true. All methods used in this paper are quite standard in probability in Banach spaces 
except for some modifications. We made an effort to solve this problem completely in a Banach 
space using both the isoperimetric methods and the Gaussian randomization technique, but wc 
were not successful. 
Keywords: Central limit theorem; Gaussian randomization technique; lsoperimetric methods: 
The laws of the iterated logarithm; The laws of the logarithm 
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1. Introduction and statement of three problems 
Let (B, I I  H) be a real separable Banach space with topological dual B*. If X is a 
B-valued random variable with E(X)  - 0 and E(~0Z(x)) < ~ for every q~(-) ~ B*. 
denote by K the closed unit ball the reproducing kernel Hilbert space with convariance 
structure of X (cf. Kuelbs, 1976a, b for more details about K). 
Let 
~Y={A=(an ,k ;  l<~k<~n, n>~l) ;  supla,,,~[<oc}.,,.k 
For every sequence {X,X~; n >~ 1} of B-valued i.i.d, random variables and every bounded 
real-valued field of i.i.d, random variables {W, W,,.k;l<~k<~n, ~> 1} independent of 
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{X, Xn; n>~l}, set W=(Wn,  k; l<~k<~n, ~>l), ¢y(W) =(E(W-E(W))2)  1/2, S~ = 
n ~ tl n ~k=l k, Sn(A) = ~k=la~,kXk and S~(W) = ~k=i W~,kXk, for A E ~ and n~l .  
Define Lt = log e max{e, t} and Lzt = L(Lt) for t C R. 
Motivated by Tomkins' work (1974), Li et al. (1995b, Theorem 2.3) proved the 
following result. If X is a real-valued random variable with 
then 
E(WX) = 0 and E(X 2) < oo, (1.1) 
) so(w) - +( - )a (W)(E(X2) )  1/2 a.s. (1.2) 
limsup,~oo l im~f  (2nlogn),/2 
If W is nondegenerate then (1.1) is also necessary for (1.2) to hold. By applying 
Fubini's theorem, it follows that for almost all A ~ 9,  
I&(A)] 
0<limsupn~ (2n logn)  1/2 <~ a.s. (1.3) 
provided E(X) = 0 and 0 < E(X 2) < oo. Note that (1.3) implies that the law of 
the iterated logarithm fails for almost all uniformly bounded weighted averages of 
real-valued i.i.d, random variables with E(X) = 0 and 0 < E(X 2) < oo. 
If {X, Xn; n ~> 1} is a sequence of B-valued i.i.d, random variables uch that 
E(X) = 0, E(I]X]] 2) < oc (1.4) 
S,, ----~p 0,  
(2n log n) I 2 
then, for every bounded real-valued field of i.i.d, random variables {W, Wn, k; 1 <<,k~n, 
n~> 1} independent of {X, Xn; n>~ 1}, 
P (2n log n) 1/2; n~>2 is conditionally compact in B = 1, (1.5) 
(so(w) ) 
C \(2nLn)J/2 = ~r(W)K a.s. (1.6) 
and 
limsup(2n log n)-l/2ll&(W)ll = ~(w) sup Ilxll a.s. (1.7) 
n-~w xCK 
This result is also due to Li et al. (1995b, Theorem 2.5). 
Problem 1. Do conditions exist which are both necessary and sufficient for (1.5), (1.6) 
and (1.7)? 
Modeled on the concepts of the bounded law of the iterated logarithm (BLIL) and 
the compact law of the iterated logarithm (CLIL) as presented in Kuelbs (1976a, b) and 
Ledoux and Talagrand (1988, 1992), we say X satisfies the bounded law of the loga- 
rithm (and write X C BLL) with respect o the normalizing constants (2n log n) 1/2 if, 
for every bounded real-valued field of i.i.d, random variables { W, Wn, k; 1 ~< k ~< n, n >~ 1 } 
independent of the i.i.d, sequence {X, Xn; n ~> 1}, 
limsup(Zn log rt)-l/2llSn(W)[ I < oo a.s. (1.8) 
n---+ oc 
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We say X satisfies the compact law of the logarithm (and write X ~ CLL) with 
respect o the normalizing constants (2n log n) 1/2 if, for every bounded real-valued field 
of i.i.d, random variables {W, W,,k; l<~k~n, n >~ 1} independent of the i.i.d, sequence 
{X,X,,; n>~ 1}, (1.5) holds. We say X satisfies the central limit theorem (CLT) if the 
sequence {S,,/,,~; n>~ 1} converges weakly in B. 
It is well known that the moment conditions E(X)  - 0 and E(IIxII 2) < ~c are neither 
necessary nor sufficient for X ~ CLT or X ~ BLIL in the infinite-dimensional Banach 
space setting. See Kuelbs (1976a) and Pisier and Zinn (1978). In addition, under the 
assumption that X E CLT, Goodman et al. (1981) and Heinkel (1979) have shown that 
X ~z CEIL if and only if E(IIXI[R/L~IIX[;)< oc. Ledoux and Talagrand (1988)haw: 
characterized the random variables satisfying the BL1L and CLIL. In particular, they 
showed that X c CLIL if and only if E(X)  = O, E(I Ix! I : /L : I lx I I )  < ~,  {,p:(x): tp 
B*, IIq)ll ~< 1} is uniformly integrable and Sn /x /2~2n-~p 0. 
tfence two other problems we consider are the following. 
Problem 2. What is the relationship between X c CLL (resp., X C BEE) and X ~ 
CEIL (resp., X ~ BLIL)? 
Problem 3. If X ~ CLT, how do we characterize X c: CLL? 
2. Necessary conditions for X E BLL and for X E CLL 
Let X be a B-valued random variable. The derivation of necessary conditions for 
X -C BLL and for X E CLL is fairly routine and similar to that for X ¢ BLIL and for 
X ~ CEIL given in Ledoux and Talagrand (1988, 1992). Assume first that X C BE[,. 
Then clearly, for each qo E B*, ~o(X) satisfies the scalar law of the logarithm and thus, 
by Theorem 2.3 of Li et al. (1995b), E(q)(X)) = 0 and E(q)2(X)) < oc. These weak 
integrability conditions are complemented by a necessary integrability property on the 
norm; indeed, it is necessary that the sequence {Xn/2x/2x/2x/2x/2x/2x/2n~; n >~ 1} is bounded almost 
surely and thus, by independence, the Borel Cantelli lemma and identical distribution, 
P{IIX H >~C(2n log n) ~'2} < ~c for some 0 < C < ~,, 
I t  2 
which is easily seen to be equivalent o E(IIXII2/LIIXII) < ~.  These are the best 
moment conditions which can be deduced from the bounded law of the logarithm. The 
third necessary condition is simply (and trivially) that the sequence {S, /x /~ Ln: n >~ 1 } 
should be bounded in probability. 
Now consider necessary conditions for X E CLL. By the argument above, E(I[XiI:'" 
LIIXII) < ~.  In view of Theorem 2.3 of Li et al. (1995b) and using a similar argument 
as in Ledoux and Talagrand (1988, pp. 1261-1262) one can show that X c CLL im- 
plies that {q)2(X); q) C B*, Ilq~ll ~<1} is uniformly integrable. Finally, i fX  ~ CLL, it is 
necessary that the sequence {S, ; /~;  n >~ 1 } is not only bounded in probability, but 
converges to 0; indeed, the sequence of the laws of {S,;/,/2nLn; n ~>1} is necessarily 
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tight with 0 as the only possible limit point since E(X)  = 0, E(~o2(X)) < cx~ for all 
q~ E B*. 
We can now provide a partial answer to Problem 1. 
Theorem 2.1. Let {X,X~; n>~ 1} be a sequence of B-valued i.Ld. random variables. 
(i) I f  X E BLL then 
E X 0 E {" Ilxlr2 ~ 
E( (p2(X) )  < oo, Jor every qo E B*, 
& , >~ • { ~ , n ~- I } ts bounded in probability. 
(2.1) 
(ii) I f  X E CLL then 
E(X) = 0,E { Irx I:) ~ LIIXII ] < oc, 
{qfl(X); <o E B*, l[q~]l ~< 1} is uniformly integrable, 
S,, -+p 0, 
(2n log n) I 2 
(2.2) 
and both (1.6) and (1.7) hold. 
It is well-known that E(X) : 0 and E(q~2(X) )  < ~ for all rp ~ B*, E(X)  = 0 
and E(]]XI] 2) < ~,  X c CLT, X E BLIL and X ~ CLIL are equivalent in a finite- 
dimensional setting (see, e.g., Kuelbs, 1976a and Pisier and Zinn, 1978). In view of 
Theorem 2.5 of Li et al. (1995b) and Theorem 2.1 above, we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. Let B be a finite-dimensional Banach space and X a B-valued random 
variable. Then the following six statements E(X)  = 0 and E(]]XH 2) < <x~, Y E CLT, 
X E BLIL, X E CLIL, X E BLL and X E CLL are equivalent. 
3. Suff ic ient condi t ions  for X E BLL  and for X E CLL  
In view of Theorem 2.1 above and the LIL of Ledoux and Talagrand (1988), we 
conjecture that (2.2) (resp., (2.1)) is also a sufficient condition for X ~ CLL (resp., X C 
BLL) in infinite-dimensional Banach spaces. In fact, our conjecture is true, provided 
that tZP{IIX[] >~t} -+ 0 as t ---+ oQ. 
Theorem 3.1. Let {X,X,~; n>~l} be a sequence of B-valued i.Ld. random variables 
with 
t2p{ l lx l l  >~t} ~ o as  t --+ ~o. (3.1) 
Then 
(i) X E BLL if  and only i f (2.1)  holds'; 
(ii) X c CLL if  and only if  (2.2) holds. 
The following lemmas will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let {X,X,; n >~1} be a sequence orB-valued i.i.d, random variables with 
t l  
lira ~k  ,a..kXkI{iIX~ll>~(kLk) '2} =0 a.s. (3.2)  
, , -~  (2n log n) L~: 
Proof .  Note that 
P{X,,l{llX,,ll >~(~ t,,) '/2} ~ 0) -- ~ P{ IlXll /> (,, L,,) '~ } < ,~ 
11 I n=l  
since E(IIxIIz/LIIXll) < oo, Eq. (3.2) follows in view of the BoreI-Cantell i lemma. 
[] 
Lemma 3.2. Let {A~Xn; n~> I} be a sequence oj B-valued i.i.d, ramhn~t 'ariahles 
satisJi'in,q (3.1) and E(IIXII2/LIIXII) < l~)" S~'[  
v .=x, , !  ~/  ~<IIx,,II<(.L,) ~'2 . .>~l. 
Then, [br  ever), A (an, k; 1 ~<k~<n, ~e 1) E ~.  
It 
lira ~/~ la"'kVk -- 0 a.s. (3.3) 
. . . . .  (2n log n) 1'2 
The idea used in the proof of Lemma 3.2 can be found in Goodman et al. (1981), 
Heinkel (1979), Kuelbs and Ledoux (1987) and Li and Wu (1989). 
Proof. Since sup,,,~la,,.k ] < oc and 
IIZ'A', ,~,,,k vkll Z~,  II vkl] 
(2, log~7) I': ~< sup,,.k lan'k[(2n log n)i/2, 
Eq. (3.3) follows provided 
Um ~, l Ivk l l -0  a.s. (3.4) 
. . . . .  (2n log n) I/2 
For n>~l, let l (n )= {k;2 ''-1 <~k < 2"} and 
A(,7)-- ~ E(l[vkll2) (3.'~) 
~¢_I(,) 2nL2 n 
Let 0c, 2" I /L2" i, f i ,  _ 2~L2,,, n~l ,  and C1 > 1 a constant such that ['or all 
t~O, (tLt)/(L,~)<~C~t and (~L(~. ) ) / L t>~cu l t .  It is easy to check that, for every 
n;>~ 1, 
A(n) ~< 
L2" 
IIxll~ " f c ' I lxl l '  
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If X' is an independent copy of X then 
o~ E ( Ilxl12 IIx' ) 
(IIx]12 ]lX'll~ ~ I{¢~<2"~<q}) 
-- e \LI-H~ LIIX']I.=, 
where ~ . . . . . . .  m,,4¢-lt~, LIIxrI'~'IIxI/¢-, LI~,IIX'II"L r/= min{C, llXt]2LllX[], C~IIx'II2LIIX'II}. 
Note that 
(log(q/~)) +
+1. 
log 2 
~-~. I{~ ~<2n ~<q} ~< 
n=l 
Therefore, 
A2(n)  
n=l 
(IlXl? IIX'll ~ 
<.E \ LI~] LJlX'll log 2 
\L~-H J  + log 2 \L I~L I IX ' l l  
Notice that there exists a constant C2 > 0 such that, if t2 ~>tl >~0 and Clt2L(tl)>~ 
(C~t~)/L(t2), then t2 <<.C2hL(tl). It follows that 
<<.2 log( C, L IIX' ll )l { llX ll <. IIX'l/~C21JXllLdlxll} 
<. C3L21tX'III{IIxH <~ IIX'H <~ C2flXJILllXll}, 
where C3 > 0 is a constant such that, for all t ~> 0, 2 log(C1Lt)<~ C3L2t. Hence, in view 
of the independence of X and X ~, 
log ~ ~LIIX'II 
263 E ( Ilxll2 ~ ( .r~ ~<622L;~}) ~<~ \L~)  supE \ tlxll2L211xll 
~<1o~22C3 E [ IIX[I2 ) sup \ L I~I  j ~>~o IlXll~>;'} + ~ P{llxll >t} dt ' 
using integration by parts in the last step. Since X satisfies (3.1), there exists a constant 
C4 > 0 such that for all t>~o,p{lIXll >~t} <<.64(1 + t2) -~. Clearly, 
fC2;.L)~ 2t L2t ~ .. ) 1 
sup [ ~ C4(1 + t 2 dt~<oo. 
0~<2~e ~ J2 
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It is easy to check that 
/" Lt (l / c':;L; 2L~tt "" sup C,AL2 2t Lzt . + t2)_ 1 dt ~< sup " dt 
) ~c-  ,l) )>c ~ ) zA 
sup {(log log(C2J. L2)) z - (log log 2) 2 } < vc. 
I )C c 
It follows that 
f ).2 L))~ )2)- I  f(,).L/ 2t L2t , ) 
sup t 2>o L2 C4( I+ -- ,J;. L t  C4{l +12) - I  dl 
Therefore 
">c 
A2(n) < ~c. 
11 ] 
Now, using integration by parts again, 
E(IlVklI) 
]~2 (2 - 27 Z277 )-1,"2 kcl(n) 
CX2,. 
it is easy to see that (3.1) implies that 
(2"  ,~1 ,'2 
~< kL2,~j P Ilxll>2-' \L2"J J 
( 2,, ,~1..'2 f{2" L2" >[ - 
P{llxIl>t}dt -->o as,, ~ ~. 
@ k ~T)  J2 '(2",'L2") '2 
( 3 .6  't 
and 
:)c 
(P{IZ,,I >e:})2 < o0, (3.11 ) 
it=l 
Thus 
(f2k~.,,>(11V~ll)) 
,1%£ \ ~ ~  =0. t3.7 
We also note that (3.4) is equivalent o 
lira Zk~,(,)(llVkll) =0 a.s. (3.8} 
. . . .  (2,L2,)i/ :  
Let { V,I; n >~1} be an independent copy of { V,; n >~1}. Then, since (3.7) remains true 
with V~( in place of Vk throughout, (3.8) holds if and only if 
l im ~k~,,,}(tlV, II -I IV/ll) = 0 a.s. (3.9) 
. . . .  (2" L2")i/2 
Using the Hoffmann-Jorgensen i equality (1974, pp. 164 165), in order to establish 
(3.9), it is enough to show that, for every ~: > 0, 
~ P max lHV, ll-IIVZIIl>~J(R"LR")u2 <~,  {3.to)  
n=l  kCl(n) 
196 
where 
z .= 
Since 
P 
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11 v, II II v/It 
kEl(n) 
~max lllvkll- IIV~III~>~,(2~L2") '/2 ~<2 ~ P {llxll>~ 4(kLk)l/'2}, [ kEl(,7) t-El(n) 
implies (3.10). Concerning (3.11), note first 
( tk~l 1 @2 )))1/2 a= sup E( (Uk , 
ll~ll~l 
l~k~n,  
where 
',,llk=l 
m 
P{ k=~IYk ~>t+2s+87M} ~< (?)m+p{k~_mlHYkH.>~s}+4exp(_64~_O_2) 
+4exp 7687sMJ ' (3.14) 
it is easily seen how g(llXll2/Zllgrl) < 
that, by (3.7), 
g(IZnl) -+ 0 as n ---+ oc. (3.12) 
It follows that (3.11 ) is equivalent to saying that for every ~: > 0, 
(e{I Iznl - g(I/~l)l ~>c,}) 2 < oc. (3.13) 
n--I 
The quadratic inequality of de Acosta (1981, Theorem 2.1) shows that 
P{I IZ~l E(I/.I)I ~>~} ~ ~-2E(112~1 - E(Iz.I)I 2) 
~< 8_24 ~ E((llVkll- IIv/ll) 2) 
kcl(n) (2" L2 ~) 
~< 8g 2A(n), 
so that, by definition of A(n), in order for (3.13) to hold, it suffices that ~,,~1 A2(n) < 
~.  But this has been proved in (3.6); the proof of Lemma 3.2 is therefore 
complete. [] 
Using isoperimetric methods, Ledoux and Talagrand (1990) obtained the following 
deep exponential inequality which will play an important role in the derivation of 
Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 3.3 (See Proposition 1.1 of Ledoux and Yalagrand, 1990.) Let {Yk; 1 ~<k ~<n} 
be B-valued independent and symmetric random variables. Then, #(or integers m >~ Y 
and positive numbers , t, we have 
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K0 is a universal constant and {11~11"; l~<k~<n} denotes the nonincreasing ,'car- 
ra.q+'m+'m otthe set {l lYkl l ;  1-<<k<~}. [] 
By applying Lemma 3.3, we can establish the following very general result. 
Proposition 3.1. For each n>~ 1, let {X,,.k; l ~k  <<.n} he a sequence of  indepcmlcm 
B-valm, d ram~ore variables w#h 
IIX,+ ~11,<-~ vL, ,  ] ~,..~,., (3.15) 
(~llld 
% ~ limsup sup ~2=1E((fi 2{X',,k)) < :x_. 
. . . .  11+o11.<1 n 
where "c > 0 is a constant which does not depend on n. 
L7;7,)' T" n >~1 is bounded in probability, then 
lim sup IlZ"k=l Xnkl], 
. . . . .  (2nlogn)L; 2 < ~ a.s. 
(i i) I /  Zi: ,A;,~ i271,TeTF : ---+P O, then 
lim sup II ~;=, x,,.kll ,+ 
. . . . .  (2n logn) 1/2 ~< 16-c + 32(eKo + 1 ) +ao 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
a.s. ( 3.18 ) 
Proof. We only give the proof of (ii) since the proof of (i) is similar except for 
some obvious modifications. Let { ,,,k; l<~k<~n, n>~l} be an independent copy of 
{X,,.a; I<~k<~n, n~>l}. Now, foreach n>~l, {X,,,~ X ~,,,k," l~<k~<n} is a sequence 
of independent, symmetric B-valued random variables. First, using Proposition 6.8 of 
Ledoux and Talagrand (1992), it is easily seen how (3.15) and ~'~ ' ~r  0 imply 
• (2n log n)  ! 2 . 
that 
,m E (11 2', :52 )11) 
....... \ (2nlogn) 1+2 /I -: 0. 
Next, we write, for any given ~: > 0, 
~'= [eK0] + 1, m,, = [2Ln], 
u,,k (x,,~ x',,.,)]{llX, u <;.,.ll 
I ") s,, = 4r(2n Ln) +, 
~< __s" ]g, 1 ~< k ~< tl. 
mll J 
t,, 16(eK0 + 1 )I :2(G 0 @ g)(2/? , I "~ Ln I 
II 
G~ ~ sup ~k~l  E((*°2(~t+ k) )  I1~. I. 
II,c, II.<t n 
Since, for each n >~ 1 and every 1 ~<k ~n, 
I (11~ 12 Sn 
IIX,,.~ x,,.~.lr~2~L,, ] <-  
ran 
a .s . ,  
M, E(  £U,,.~ ) . AJ 
' C (_~.1 -)) 
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we have that 
and 
n 
sup ~=lE(p2(Un'k))~<4o],  n~>l. 
i1~11~<1 n 
By applying Lemma 3.3, we get that 
P{  ~=~(Xn,~-X~,k)>~tn+2s~+8,M~} 
(m } 
+P ~l lX. ,k  ' * -x~,kll >~s. 
k=l  
+ 4 exp 6474nor2 + 4 exp 7687M.s. ' 
where n satisfies [2Ln]>~7 = [eKo] +1 and {llXn, k-X~,kll*; l<~k<<.n} denotes the 
nonincreasing rearrangement of the sequence {IlX.,k - X~, k II; 1 ~< k ~< n}. Clearly 
1 (3.21) 
and 
P ~[IX.,k ' * max IlX.,k-X~, kll~> sn  
1:=1 ~ PL  j<~k<~" mn 
= 0, n~> 1. (3.22) 
Since (3.16) implies that, for sufficiently large n, 
t 2 8.64(eKo + 1)(Cro + ~.)2nLn 
-- >~ 2 Ln 
6474ncr2 64([eKo] + 1 )4n~ 2
and (3.19) implies that 
m~t 2 [2 Ln]8 • 64(eKo + 1)(ao q- g)2n Ln 
M,, 768)'M.s. 768([eKo] + 1) ( ~ )  (2nLn) l /Z4z(ZnLn)U 2 
2Ln for all large values of n, 
it follows that 
647 4n~ 2 J ---- 0 
and 
( = O . (3.24) 4 exp - 7687m.sn J 
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It follows from (3.20)-(3.24) that 
P (X,,.a -X 'k  >~ t,, + 2s,, -t- 87M,, < .~c. 
n--I k Jj/,'=l 
Note that, for every t >~ 0, 
(3.25) 
/>2t} P{ n,k t'}) 1 { ()(n.1 X;:,k) >/ • 
So, since ~ I X,,, k/(2nLn)l/2 ~P 0 and t,, + 2s,, + 87M,; >~2s, = 8r(2n Ln)  I 2. ;l >~ 1. 
(3.25) implies that 
~ P I k X'',k >~2(t,, + es,, + 8;'M,)} <.~.. (3.26) 
n=l I. IIk=l 
Now (3.26) and (3.19) imply that 
II 
l im sup  II ~k=l  Xn,kll I .... 
. . . .  (2nlogn)]/2 ~<16r+32(eK0+ l ) ' " (a0+c)  a.s. (3.27) 
Letting ¢: .[ 0, (3.18) follows. [] 
Remark. Let q(.) be a seminorm on B such that q()~ll II. If (3.16) is replaced by 
/I 
o-2(q) ~ lim sup sup Y~k=l E(q°2(X,,.~ )) < c~. 
. . . .  ~c8. ii+llq~ I n 
then it follows from the proof of Proposition 3.1 that (3.18) can be replaced by 
q(Xp" 
lim sup ~k=l  X"a) . . . .  (2nlogn)l/2 ~<16T+32(ek0 + 1)l'%0(q) a.s.; 
here and below II,/,11~ = sup~.~<~>~, I+(x)l. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Theorem 2.1, we only need to prove the "if  part" of Theorem 
3.1. For every fixed v > 0, the sequence {X(z),X,,(r); n>~ 1} of B-valued i.i.d, random 
variables also satisfies (3.1) and E(IIX(z)II2/L[IX(~)II) < "x_., where X(r )  = X/r and 
X, , (r )=X,, / r ,  n~>l. Then, for every A = (a,,.k; l~<k~<n, n~>l )~ #,  by applying 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we get that 
lira ~='  a,,,~Xkl { ILxkll >~ z(k/Lk) ':~ } ' =0  a.s. (3.28) 
. . . .  (2n log n) 1,'2 
Note that £,/(2n log n) ~'2 -~p 0 (resp., {S,,/(2n log e;)l'2; ;; ~> 2} is bounded in probabil: 
( II.,,.li ) ity) implies that E (llS,,l]/(2nlogn) 12) -~ 0 as el -+ ~ (reap., sup,>2 E k ~ W  < 
~c). (This fact is due to Pisier (1976), Proposition 2.1 with (2n logn) k'2 instead of ,~ 2 
A simple proof of it can be copied from Proposition 2.3 of Ledoux and Talagrand, 
1988). Using the comparison principle enunciated in Hoffmann-Jergensen (1974), 
E(II&(A)II)<~2 ~upla,,.a-I'~/ E(IIS, II), ,;>...1. 
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so that [[Sn(A)H/(Zn logn) '/2 ---, 0 in mean (resp., {S,(A)/(Zn logn)'/2; n ~>2} is bounded 
in mean) and, hence, 
Sn(A) 
(2n log n) 1/2 +p 0 
Sn(A) • n~>2} is bounded in probability) (3.29) 
Hence, combining (3.28) and (3.29), we have 
n 
(2n log n)l/2 ~'p 0 
resp., k=l X,,,k(r). n/>2 is bounded in probability (3.30) 
(2n log n)  1/'2 ' 
where 
{ ( k "~1/2~j, 
Xn.k('c)=a,,,kXkl ItXkll<v\Z~j l~<k~<n, ~>l. 
Let ~ = ~(A) = sup~,k [a~,k[ < exP. We observe that 
,, k (O I l<~r \Ln J  , l<~k<~n, n>~l 
and 
sup ~=1E(q)2(X,,k(r))) ~<ct2 sup E((p2(X)) = :t 2 sup Ilxll 2. 
ii~ll~<l n ilq, ll~<l xEK 
By Proposition 3.1 and (3.30), (3.1) and (2.1) imply that, for every A = (a,,,k; 1 4 k ~< n, 
IIS,,(A)II 
limsuP(2nlogn)l/2n~o~ <oc a.s. 
and hence, by Fubini's theorem, for every bounded real-valued field of i.i.d, random 
variables {W, Wn, k; l<~k<~n, n~>l} independent of {X, Xn; n~>l} (1.8) holds. Thus, 
it follows that X E BLL. 
We will now prove that (3.1) and (2.2) imply that X ~ CLL. Let q(-) be a seminorm 
on B such that q(.)~< H" H. Note that 
q(X,,,k(r))<~Z\LnJ , l<~k<~n, n>~l 
and 
sup ~=1 E((p2(Xn, k(z))) ~<~2 sup 
~Es* ,  IP(pPI,~ ~< 1 n ~B* ,  IJ~ojr~ , ~< 1 
Then the remark following Proposition 3.1 yields 
q(S,(A)) 
lim,,~sup (2n log n) 1/2 
E((02(X)) = ~2 sup q2(x). 
xCK 
~< 16:~z + 32(eKo + 1)1"2~ supq(x) a.s. 
xcK 
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Letting v .L 0, we get that 
lira sup q(Sn(A)) (2nlogn)l/2~<32(eK0+ 1)12~supq(x) a.s. 
n ~  xcK 
Given ~: > 0, choose a finite-dimensional subspace F • B such thai 
sup qF(x)<~ 
,~s, 32(eK0 + 1)1 2(~ -I- 1)' 
where qF(x) inf,.~s~ [Ix 3'11; this is possible because K is a compact set in B (cf  
de Acosta, 1983). Hence 
qr(S,,(A)) 
limsup,, ~ .  (2nlogn)l/2 ~<~: a.s. (3.31 
By applying Lemma 3.2 of de Acosta (1983), we have that 
P [. i .(2nlogn)i. 2" n~>2 is conditionally compact in B 1. (3.321 
Therefore, by Fubini's theorem, (1.5) holds and, hence, X ~CLL. [] 
Remark. Let {X,X,,; n ~>1} be a sequence of B-valued i.i.d, random variables obeying 
(3.1). Then it can be shown that the following three statements are equivalent: 
(i) (2.2) holds; 
(it) For every A (a,,.k; l<~k<~n, n~>l)E  Q, (3.32) holds; 
(iii) X~CLL  
Since X~_CLT implies that (3.1) holds, E(X)  0 and {(p2(X); g0 ~ B*, Ilmll~<l} 
is uniformly integrable (cf., e.g., Pisier and Zinn, 1978), Theorem 3.1 easily produce,; 
the following result which solves Problem 3 (stated in Section 1). 
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a B-valued random variable such that X ~ CL T. Then X ~d: 
CLL  ([ and onh' ( [E  ( IX I ~- ) < ~c. 
- \ L l lX l l  ) 
i 
4. Answer to Problem 2 
In this section, we shall solve Problem 2 (cf. Section 1 ) by establishing the following 
result. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a B-valued random variable. Then 
(i) X c BL IL  implies that X ~ BLL: 
(it) X C CL IL  implies that X c CLL. 
However. neither converse is' true. 
Our proof of Theorem 4.1 is similar to one of Ledoux and Talagrand (1988). The 
method we follow relies on a simple Gaussian randomization technique, already used 
by Gin6 and Zinn (1984), Ledoux and "I'alagrand (1988), Li et al. (1992) and Pisier 
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(1976); the technique is quite standard in probability in Banach spaces. We made 
an effort to prove the converse of Theorem 2.1 using such a Gaussian randomization 
technique, but we were not successful. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.1 we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1. Let {g, gn; n>~l} be a sequence of real-valued i.i.d, standard normal 
random variables. Then 
K1 & E exp sup ,,~rn,1/2 < oo. (4.1) 
\ \n~>l  
Proof. In fact, (4.1) is equivalent o 
~ P ,~>~, (2Ln),/2 >~ logm < oc. 
m=4 n~4 
Note that 
P{  sup Ignl 
n~4 (2Ln) 1/2 ~> logm ~< ~ {Igl ~ ( logm)(2 logn) '/2} n=4 
oo 
~< ~ exp{- ( logn) ( logm)  2}
t~=4 
= ~ n (l°gm)2 
n=4 
~< 3m -l°g3 m ~> 4. 
So (4.2) and hence (4.1) follows. [] 
(4.2) 
Xk 1) = XkI{[ IYkl l   bn), " X :~h: =Xk-  k • 
Lemma 4.2. IfE(I[XII2/L211XJl) < oo then, for every A = (an, k; l<~k<~n, n>~l) ~ 9 ,  
we have that 
v~n v ( l )  
lira 2"~k=lan'kak -- 0 a.s. (4.3) 
n~ (2n logn)U2 
Proof. Since 
~naX( ' ) (  ) "  
(2n logn)U2 ~< sup[an,,] \ n,* (2n log n) 1/2' 
by the Toeplitz lemma, we only need to prove that 
lim ~kE'(mllXk¢')l]-- -- 0 a.s. 
n~ (2 ~ log2 n)l/2 
n>~2, 
(4.4) 
, ( 2n ]1/2 Let{X, Xn;n>>l} Nowforn~> 1 le t I (n )={k;2  n-j < k<~2 n}andb, ,=~1'  - 
be a sequence of B-valued i.i.d, random variables. Then, for k E l(n), n >~ 1 we set 
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It is easy to check that 
E(Ilx ') II) ( 2 ~ ~,,2 L2t,~ (IIXI[ 2 "] 
(2" log2") 1/2 ~< \ lo~J  ~,_E  \ ~ j  
= O(n  -1 /9 )  as  n ---+ c~,. 
Since E(IIXII2/L211Xll) < oc, we have that, for every ~: > 0, 
~ P{llX21)l[~(2~log2~) L2} ~< ~P{l lX l l~ ; (k logk)  l':a} 
n=l  /, ~l(n)  k=l  
< OC. 
In view of Theorem 2.1 ofL i  et al. (1995a), (4.4) follows. [] 
The following lemma comes from Lemma 3.3 of Ledoux and Talagrand (1988). 
Lemma 4.3. Let {G,,; n ~>1} be a sequence of B-valued independent Gaussian ramhm~ 
variables such that E(Gn) = O, n>~l. Then, .[or eve O, seminorm q(.) on B with 
II, we ha e that 
E(supq(G,,))\,>~, <~2supE(q(G~)+E(sup[gn[crq(n),~>~, \n~>, (4.5) 
where {g,g,; n>~l} is delined as in Lemma 4.1 and 
O-q(n) = sup (E(~o2(G,))) 1'2, n~> 1. 
Lemma 4.4. Let {X,X,,; n~>l} be a sequence ~?f independent symmetric B-valued 
i.i.d, random variables and {W, W~,k; 1 <~k ~n, n >~ 1} a fieM of bounded real-valued 
i.i.d, random variables, independent of {X,X,~; n~> 1}. I f  X c BLIL and E(W) 0 
then, Jor every seminorm q(. ) on B with q(. ) <~ I!" I[, we have that 
q (}-~k=J Wm,kak ) 
lim E sup m)l/2 <~8KtC(W)~q(X), 
. . . . .  m~,, (2m log 
(4.6) 
where Ki is defined by (4.1), and 
C(W) ~= inf{t;P{lWl~t } = 0}, aq(X) ~ sup (E(qo2(X))) L:2. 
~pEs*, II pll,, ~ 1 
Proof. Let {g, gn, gn.k; 1 ~< k ~< n, n ~> 1 } be a field of real-valued i.i.d, standard normal 
random variables, independent of {X,, W,,.~; 1 <.k<~n, n>~ 1}. We will use Lemma 4.3 
conditionally and therefore denote by Ex,Ew and Eq expectations with respect to 
{X, Xn, n~>l}, {W, Wn, k; l<.k<~n, n~>l} and {.q,g,,,gn, k; l<~k.<,n, n>~l}, respec- 
tively, when it will be necessary to distinguish them. By Fubini's theorem, and using 
the same argument as in p. 1251 (lines 3 9) of Ledoux and Talagrand (1988), we get 
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that 
m (2) ( ( q(~k=l Wm, kX~ )~ q(~-]~; l Wm, kX(2))~ 
1. & E m>2"-'sup (~m i o~ } =Ex Ew \m>2"-Isup (2m logm) 1/2 }}  
( ( (  q(~km-l'qm'kWm'kX(k2))~ 
2(E(lyI))-IEx Ew Eo m>2" 'sup (2mlog~ J J /  
Applying Lemma 4.3 and the comparison principle enunciated in Hoffmann-Jorgensen 
(1974), we have that 
I.<~4Ex Ew : sup Eo .  
7); m>2" I 
\m>2" ' (2m logm) 1/2 ~CB. II~oI,,~j k=] 
m>2" ' (2m logm)L"2 
+ 4C(W)E ( sup ]gm[ sup ( 
\m>2" ' (2m logm) 1/2 eCB. i1~11,,~<1 
~= 16C(W)I(, l) +4C(W)I(, 2), n>~l. 
k=l 
Using Jensen's inequality, we have that, for every integer j ~> n and all integers m with 
2J 1 < m<.2/, 
II k=, gk k rl) 
Eg\(2mlogm)l/2) ~2E°(  (~ J+ lL~ / ( ) ( ,2 , )  L22" ,/2 _ IIS]22, 
<~ 4 ~ lzg (2J+lL22J)l/2 
' j ~kEl(i) gk k ] [~ 
~< 20 sup E~ (2i+lL22i)b, 2 , i~>0 
where I (0 )= {1} and X(2)= XjI{HX, U < 2"/2} • Consequently, 
l(nl)~20 (L~ff)II2Ex (sup Eg ( 'l~kCl(i)'qky(k2)'] 
Since X is symmetric, 2 j/2 = (2°+1L22°) U2 and b. ~(2"+1L22~) 1/2, n ~> 1, we have that 
(~)I,12 (([[~-~kEl(i),qkUk[,)) 
/~I I)~<20 Ex sup Ee (2i+1L22i)1,,, 2 , \ i~>O 
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where 
U~ = %I{HX~.II<~(2'+' L22~)L'2}, k • I(i), i>~O. 
Applying Lemma 3.4 of Ledoux and Talagrand (1988), X • BLIL implies that 
E,, ("~l¢El(i)gkUk")) 
(2i+1L22i)1,2 < ,~, Ex ( sup 
and thus that 
l irn I~, ~) = O, 
We now consider  1~ 2i. Set 
VA ( n ) Xd { llXk ll <~ b,, }, 
We observe that 
(c  - -  
~<2E(sup ]Yml ) 
m>l (2Lm) 1'2 
A= 2KI(Gt(X))+I~3)), n>~l. 
k= 1,2 ..... 2C n~l .  
],q,n 2_i:2 sup ~ (72(~i,) 
(2Lm) L'2 ,,~,~R~, li~,~ll,, ~ I k=l 
sup 
II,pil ~ L 
(4.7) 
v t'l '~))) 
(4.8) 
Applying H61der's inequality, we have that 
( ( )))) I~3)~< ~ 2-4'E sup ~(~p:(vJi))-E(,p2(~'~"))) 4 . 
i-,, \ \  ll,pll~1 k: 
Using the same argument as in p. 1260 (lines 1 15) of Ledoux and Talagrand (1988L 
there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that 
#3,~<c 2-4,E ,qkll u[)ll ~ '' 
k=l  
Let {R,R,; n>~ 1} be a Bernoulli sequence independent of {g,~I,,,X,X,,; n~>l}, i.e., a 
sequence of real-valued i.i.d, random variables with P{R = 1} ½ = P{R I}. By 
Theorem 1.1 of Berger (1991, p. 1208), it follows that 
E ~,qkllV['llV[ ~ E ~2.~IIV~"II~" 
k - I  ,I,=1 
~<44E ekl,qh III V['II 2 
k I 
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= 44(3 • 2iE(ll v(i)II8 ) Av 3.2i (2 i -- 1)(E(I I v(i)II4)) 2) 
( IlxlI2 ~ b%Rbi + 2 i E (" /fxlr2 ~ b~LRbi ~<768 2iE k ~ j  \ ~ j  
\~ J  \LzIIxll J J  J 
and hence that 
~-~2 4iE Yk]lV(ki)llV~ i) - E gkllV~i)ll V(i) 
i=n  k=l k=l 
"°° O ( i 6/4 =E / --~0 asn~oo.  (4.9) l=n / 
Since X ¢ BLIL, we may assume from Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 of Ledoux and 
Talagrand (1988) that, for all i, 4 3) 
k=l ~< (2i+1L22i)4/6" 
Independence, the contraction principle and H61der's inequality then indicate that 
E #Nil k ][ k ~<2E max Ilvk(i)ll yk-vk'lIi) k=l 1 <~k<~2 i 
<~2(E(max] lV~i) [ [4) )  1/4 ~(Jk, k v(O 
I ~<k~<2' k=l 
2' i)1]4) ~< 2 E(][ V(k (2i+1L22i) ]/2 
<~ 4(2iE(llX]14I{llXI[ <<.bi} ))l/4(2it22i) l/2, 
and hence 
( ( ~ ))4 c~ [t 2i.2 
~-~2 -4i E okllV(kOl[V~ i~ ~< 2562 ~E(I [x l l4 I{ I lx[ I  ~<bs}) 
i=n  k= 1 i=n  
(IIX I?(L2 IlXll )~ )
<~ C1 -k C2E \ (L]IXI[)3/4 < oc, 
where C1 and (72 are two absolute constants. It follows that 
lim ~2 -4i E gk (i) (i) = 0. (4.10) 
n----~oo i=n  k=l 
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Combining (4.9) and (4.10), we have that 
lim I~ 3) = 0. (4. I 1 ',, 
Now, (4.7),(4.8) and (4.11) imply that (4.6) holds. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since X C BLIL, it follows easily that 
lim (2n logn) -1'2 ~ (E(W))Xa := 0 a.s. 
n-~c  k=l  
We can assume, without loss of generality, that E(W) = 0. Let {X',X,I; n>~l} be: 
an independent copy of {X,X,; n>~l} and q(.) a seminorm on B with q(')~<H' ]1 
Applying Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4, we get that 
( , 
l imsup q ~a-=l W,,k(Xk-X~)) 
. . . .  (2n logn)b'2 ~ 8K]C(W)aq(X - X') 
<~ 16K]C(W)aq(X) a.s. 
By Fubini's theorem and Lemma 2.1 of Ledoux and Yalagrand (1990), it follows that 
( "u-~ tl 
l imsup q 2-~k=l Wn,kXk)<~32KIC(W)aq(X) a.s. (4.12~ 
... . . .  (2n logn) ]'2 
In particular, 
l imsup II~=l w,,~X~ll <~32KIC(W) sup IIx!l a.s., (4.13 
. . . . .  (2n logn) 1/2 xcK 
so that X c BLL holds, whenever X E BLIL. Proceeding as in the proof that (3.31 
implies (3.32), it is straightforward to prove the X C CLIL implies X E CLL. 
We now consider the following example, which is due to Jain (1976), to show that 
it need not be true that X ~ CLIL when X c CLL. 
Example. Let {{,{,,; n~>l} be a sequence of real-valued symmetric i.i.d, random 
variables such that 
C ).>2, 
P{I¢I > )-} = "3"2(1°g'3)2' 
1, 0~Z412, 
so that C = 4(log2) 2. Let {~b,; n>~l} be a sequence of nonnegative functions in 
C[0, 1] (with the sup-norm) such that 
J '0  for t~(2  " t,2 ") 
,/,1,(t) n -1'2 for t 3 -2  -11-2 and linear in-between. 
Then the C[0, l]-valued random variable X - X(.)  given by 
x( ; )  = ~ ~.~,,l(t), t c [0, 1], 
n I 
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is well-defined since the I/sn's have disjoint supports. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 of Jain 
(1976), X E CLT and X ~ CLIL. However, note that 
IlXll sup IX(OI = sup #,/1i2 
tE[O,l] n>~l 
and 
P P{l~l >~(nmLm) ','' } z_~ sup ~. tmLm)  ~ z._, 
m=2 I,n~>l m:2 n=l 
~o ~ 4C 
m=2 ~ n=l (nmLm)( log(nm))  2 
dOG.  
So E(lIYll2/LIIXil) < oo follows. By Theorem 3.2, X E GEL holds. Therefore, X
CLL 7h>X C CLIL. [] 
Remark. Let X be a B-valued random variable such that X E BLIL. Following the 
proof of Theorem 4.1, we have thatX E CLL if and only if {402(X); 40 E B*, 114oil ~< 1} 
is uniformly integrable. 
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